Good health, nay, life itself, depends on pure blood, for impure blood sows the seed of Scrofula, Skin Diseases, Rheumatism and scores of other diseases. The seed is IMPURE BLOOD, the harvest disease and death. Then get pure blood and keep it pure by removing every trace of impure morbid matter from the system by using Burdock Blood Bitters, which is nature's purifier and tonic compounded from roots, herbs, barks and berries, combining in one preparation the most powerful vegetable alteratives, tonics and blood purifiers known.

Burdock Blood Bitters acts on the stomach, liver and bowels, curing Dyspepsia and all Blood Diseases. It is so gentle yet so thorough that dangerous Ulcers and Abscesses are healed as well as the annoying Blotch or Pimple.
To Our Readers.

In presenting this little book to the public we hope that it may prove acceptable enough to be worthy of perusal. We have tried throughout the book to be fair, and to make our advertisements of many of our medicines, and while they are truthful statements, they are truthful statements well worth the little time it takes to read them. Remember every medicine mentioned in these pages is guaranteed to give satisfaction, or, in the event of our readers pleasant dreams, we beg to remain, very truly yours,

T. MILBURN & CO.

worked for drawers

[Handwritten note in the margin]
WHAT DREAMS MEAN.

Their true meaning carefully collected from the best authorities and set down in alphabetical order.

EVERYBODY'S MEDICAL GUIDE.

In placing before the public an entertaining hook it is our object to instruct and aid as well as to amuse. As will be readily admitted, health is the one object for which all should strive, and to give hints and information how best to maintain health and banish disease we devote these columns. Although perhaps not so entertaining as the lighter portions of the book it is an hundred fold more important and will well repay perusal. Even if you do not require this information now it may be of the greatest benefit in the future.

Abandon. To dream you abandon lover, wife or husband means increased affection for you. If they abandon you it means evil in store to be met by caution.

Absence, or absent friends. You will soon have news of them.

Abysm. Dreaming of falling into an abyss signifies illness or loss of friends.

Abscess. To dream you have an abscess means good fortune and health.

Abundance. This dream foretells scarcity or poverty.

Accident. Signifies unexpected visitors or friends and success.

Acorns. Denote poverty. Picking them portends an increase in fortune.

Actress. To dream you see one, you will succeed in your undertakings.

Accounts. To dream of accounts is a good omen, especially if you dream there are mistakes in them.

Acquaintance. Quarrilling or fighting with them foretells losses.

Accuse. Dreams of accusations against you are favorable signs.

Air. Dreaming of clear air, you will receive a fortune; if foggy, sorrows will come to you.

Almonds. To see them, difficulties; to eat them, good luck.

Altar. To see one, a speedy marriage.
IN SPRING TIME GET PURE BLOOD BY USING BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS.

No other remedy possesses such perfect cleansing, healing and purifying properties as BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS.

It not only cleanses internally, but it heals, when applied externally, all sores, ulcers, abscesses, serofulous sores, blotches, eruptions, etc., leaving the skin clean and pure as a babe's.

+++

BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS

FOR ALL BLOOD DISEASES.

Taken internally it removes all morbid effete or waste matter from the system, and thoroughly regulates all the organs of the body, restoring the stomach, liver, bowels and blood to healthy action, and curing Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Constipation, Sick Headache, Liver Complaint, Scur Stomach, etc. Thousands testify that every dose helps the cure.

Norway Pine Syrup Cures Coughs and Colds.
WHAT DREAMS MEAN.

Alms. To give them, long life and joy.
Anchor. To see one, you will get your wish.
Angel. To see one, a good omen; to speak to one, disappointment.
Anger. To dream that you are angry means that you have enemies.
Animals. Signify coming happiness and reconciliation to friends.
Ants. An unlucky dream except to farmers and ploughmen for whom it is good.
Apples. This dream means long life and success in trade.
Arms. To dream they are cut off, sickness. To dream they are hairy and strong means great good fortune and health.
Army. If victorious, good fortune; if defeated, calamities.
Ashes. Jealousy, misfortune or mourning.
Auction. Denotes obstacles in love and business. If you buy you will lose, if not you will succeed.
Awakening. To dream of waking up foretells a happy end to all sorrow.
Babe. To dream you have one is good, to nurse it, wealth and happiness.
Back. To dream you see your back denotes a fortune.
Bacon or Pork. This dream means disappointment or death of friends.
Baking. For a farmer's wife to dream of baking foretells good crops.
Ball. To play or see it played, you will receive some money.
Balloon. You are visionary and cannot succeed.
Bank. A sign of deceit, be watchful.
Banquet. This dream warns against extravagant pleasures.
Barn. To see one well stored, to a man or maid, means a rich marriage and a happy one.
Barrels. If full, prosperity; if empty, poverty.
Basket. To a man means decay of business; to a maid, many lovers; to a widow, she will marry again. If the baskets are filled the omen is very good.
Basin. A full basin, money; if empty, debts.
Battle. To engage in one, disasters, false lovers, quarrels.
Bats. If black, an unsatisfactory journey; if white, happiness and pleasure.
Bath. In clean water, good health; if muddy, sickness. To see people bathing presages good luck, and change of residence.
Beam. You will become famous.
CURES CHOLERA,
CHOLERA-MORBUS, DIARRHOEA, SUMMER
COMPLAINT, DYSENTERY, PAIN IN
THE STOMACH, SEA SICKNESS, BILIOUS
COLIC, AND ALL BOWEL COMPLAINTS
OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS.

During over forty years' trial it has always given
complete satisfaction, and still remains the most popular
standard remedy before the public, evidenced by its
annually increasing sale and the constant receipt by the
proprietors of words of the highest praise from the press
and the public. It is a remedy that stands a positive
guarantee of reliability. If attacked by any form of
Summer Complaint, young or old will find it an unfalling
cure. It has justly earned the title of "nature's specific"
for all Bowel Complaints. In canker of the mouth—the
nursing sore mouth of infants—as well as the ordinary
sore mouth of adults, arising from a cankered condition
of the mucons coating of the stomach, Wild Strawberry
will afford immediate relief and speedily effect a cure.
Beans. To eat them, disputes; to pick them, losses.
Bear. To see one, you have enemies; if it attacks you, you will conquer them.
Beard. For a man to dream he has a long beard, he will thrive. For a married woman, distress; an unmarried woman, she will marry soon. A white beard, long life; a black one, trouble; a red one, disgrace, this to men.
Beating. To married people means peace. To engaged persons, the match will be broken off. To beat a cat means treachery.
Bed. To dream of lying in bed, danger; making a bed, you will change your residence.
Bed Bugs. Foretell strife.
Beer. To drink it, trouble.
Bees. If they sting you, loss of character or your sweetheart. To see them at work is very lucky; to dream they make honey under your own roof is the best omen of all.
Boots. To eat them, travel and success.
Beggars. Unlucky for maids, they will not marry rich. To give to beggars freely portends much joy.
Beheading. To see one beheaded is an excellent sign to all who dream it.
Bells. To hear them ring, expect good news; also foretells marriage.
Felt. An old one, labor and pain; a new one, honor and gain.
Bet. To dream of betting, you will commit some folly.
Bills. To pay them, good luck; if not, slander.
Birds. A happy sign, bring friends, fortune and marriage. To kill them, bad fortune. If they sing, happiness.
Birth. To the poor, increase of goods; to the rich, others shall rule them.
Bite. To be bitten, jealousy and sorrow.
Blasphemy. To dream that you are cursing, bad fortune; that one curses you, you cannot fail in your hopes.
Blind. To dream your are blind means false friends and loss.
Blood. To see it, you will fall heir to an estate; to lose it, ill success in love or business.
Blossoms. To see flowers or trees in bloom drives away sorrow and gloom.
Boat. To be on a boat with others, good fortune; if alone, friends will desert you; if it upsets the omen is very bad.
Books. To read good books, denotes honor; bad ones, shame.
Boots. New ones bring friends or lovers; old ones, separation and sorrow.
Having Heart or Nerve Troubles, such as Palpitation, Throbbing or Irregular Beating of the Heart, Dizziness, Shortness of Breath, Distress after Exertion, Smothering Feeling, Spasms or Pain through the Breast and Heart, Morbid Condition of the Mind, Feeling of Anxiety, Etc.

These pills are invaluable for weak and nervous people troubled with Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Anemia, General Debility, After-Effect of Grippe, Loss of Appetite, Etc.

DIRECTIONS.

Dose for Adults, one pill four times a day before or after meals and on going to bed. From ten to fifteen years, one pill three times a day before or after meals. Children five to ten, half of one pill four times a day before or after meals and on going to bed.

T. MILBURN & CO., PROPRIETORS.
TORONTO.
Bonnet. To a maid brings a new lover.
Bottles. To a man or woman, success in life, but if broken, bad news or sorrow.
Bouquet. To see, receive or give one, a pleasant sign to one in love.
Braaa. In love, falsity. To clean brass presages a legacy.
Bread. An excellent sign of gain in money and station. To eat good bread foretells either riches or marriage.
Breakfast. To dream of eating breakfast foretells folly.
Briars. An unfavorable sign, if they prick beware of secret enemies.
Bridge. To cross one, shows success by industry; to fall from one, losses or disappointment; to pass under, ill luck.
Brother. To see one's brother is a favorable omen of long life and marriage.
Bulls. To dream of being chased by them, some one is slandering you.
Burden. To dream of carrying burdens indicates that you will labor for others.
Butcher. An unlucky dream foreshadowing death except to farmers.
Business. Dreaming of much business is a sign of successful partnership or happy marriage, if the business seems bad the omen is doubly sure.
Bugs. Very unlucky, make no new acquaintances this week.
Buried Alive. This dream is a sure sign of riches and power.
Buttons. Bright ones, always good; rusty ones, misfortunes; if covered, hidden sorrow.
Butter. To eat butter portends good fortune by a sad event.
Bun. To dream you have one foretells a visitor from afar.
Butterflies. To see gaudy butterflies signifies luxury.
Cabbage. Bad news from abroad.
Candle. If burning bright and clear a letter; if dull or extinguished, sadness, sickness or poverty; if you light it again, success.
Cage. To let birds out of one, success in business, good crops to the farmer.
Cakes. To eat them, loss of property, treachery.
Call. To dream you are called is an evil omen, guard your health.
Calf. To dream of one is certain good inck.
Camel. To see one brings wealth.
Candy. To eat one foreshows treachery and falsehood.
IF YOU HAVE
WEAK BACK, LAME BACK,
BACKACHE,
LUMBAGO OR RHEUMATISM,
DOAN’S KIDNEY PILLS
WILL CURE YOU.

Do your hands
or feet swell?
If so you have
weak kidneys.
DOAN’S PILLS
will strengthen them.

Have you Dropay,
Kidney or
Urinary
troubles of any
kind?
If so,
DOAN’S PILLS
will cure you.

SOMETHING WORTH KNOWING.
Headaches, Dizziness,
Frightful Dreams,
Disturbed Sleep,
Drowsiness,
Forgetfulness,
Cold Chills,
Nervousness, Etc.,
Are often caused by disordered
kidneys.

Even if your memory is defective you should always
remember that Doan’s Pills cures all kidney troubles,
and every dose helps the cure.

SOLD AT ALL DRUG STORES.
Cane. To dream of one is unfortunate. Undertake no new business that day.

Cap. If put on, be careful in love affairs; to remove it, you will be found out; to receive one, you will marry soon.

Cards. To play cards, dice, or any game in a dream is a sign of good success in love or business.

Carpets. To dream of carpets signifies early marriage and many children.

Carriage. To ride in one, success; if it breaks down, losses.

Cart. To see one indicates sickness or shame. B.B.B. cures sick headache.

Carrots or Parsnips. Foreshow success to those at law.

Castle. To the unmarried means that they will remain single.

Cascades. Denotes a contented and happy life in the country.

Cats. To see them, hidden enemies; if they scratch or bite, you, care and trouble; to kill one, you will triumph.

Cattle. A prosperous dream forewarning riches by inheritance and gain by industry, but lean cattle foretell scarcity.

Cave or Cellar. Denotes poverty and misery, especially if deep.

Chain. To wear them, melancholy; to break them, joy.

Chair. To a maid brings marriage; if a rocking chair, improved fortune.

Cheese. To see it, anger; to eat it, gain by trade.

Worse than nightmare is dyspepsia, the cure is B.B.B.

Chess. According as you win or lose in your dream so will success or ill luck follow you. To see others play foretells deceit and loss.

Cherries. Foretell good news or the receipt of favors in money matters.

Chickens. Predict ill luck, change your plans.

Child. To dream of children is always a good omen of fortune, but requires caution in your affairs.

Chimney. To sit in the chimney denotes marriage, if the fire is bright, money will be left you.

Chocolate. To drink shows a happy, healthy and prosperous life.

Christening. To be at one, you will get what you hope for.

Church. To build, enter or play in one are all good signs of kindness, success and marriage.

Churchyard. To see one foretells long happy life.

To dream of sickness points to B.B.B., nature's cure for disease.
NATURE'S MEDICINE.

Nature's Medicine for constipation, liver complaint, sick headache, biliousness, jaundice and sallow complexion is LAXA-LIVER PILLS. They are a perfect laxative, never give pain or cause pain.

ONE PILL EACH NIGHT FOR 30 DAYS WILL CURE CONSTIPATION.

THEY-DO GOOD WORK.

The following letter tells what people think about Laxa-Liver Pills:

Dear Sirs,—I gladly testify to the virtues of Laxa-Liver Pills. I used to be troubled with severe headaches and constipation for a long time, and took these pills hoping for a cure, and my hopes were rapidly fulfilled. I have found them a never failing remedy and heartily recommend them.

Signed, MISS S. LAWSON.
Moncton, N.B.

SEVERE HEADACHE CURED.

Dear Sirs,—Being troubled with a severe headache I was advised by a friend to try Laxa-Liver Pills. I only used half a bottle, and have not since suffered from the complaint. They seem to be a perfect cure.

MRS. JOHN TOMLINSON,
Hamilton, Ont.
Cigar. To smoke, success; if not lighted, misfortune; to light it, hope.

City. If a fine city, riches; if burning, poverty.

Clams. If large, an easy life; if small, difficulties.

Climbing. To climb a tree or hill foretells honor to the dreamer.

Clock. If going, good luck; to hear it strike, success and marriage.

Clothes. Very significant; To dream of white clothes, success; if green, a journey; black, ill luck; blue, happiness; scarlet, a warning; yellow, usually lucky.

Clouds. Signify trouble great or little as they are black or white.

Coal. If burning, persecution; if dead, approaching calamity.

Cook. To hear one crow brings the best of good news.

Coffee. To drink it, loss of reputation.

Coffin. Signifies death of friends.

Collar. A good dream, brings honor.

Copper. Signifies your sweetheart loves another.

Comb. To comb your hair, good fortune.

Concert. To attend one, recovery to the sick, health.

A good way to keep healthy is to use B.B.B. when required.

Comets. A sign of war, pestilence and famine.

Cooking. To dream of cooking or a cook foretells a wedding.

Corn. Denotes riches in abundance if you see or gather it.

Corpse. To see one, long life and speedy marriage.

Crabs. Predict quarrels with friends.

Cradle. A happy omen of prosperity; to upset one, sickness or loss.

Crawling. On the ground or floor, ill luck; on a high place, success.

Cross. To carry one, sadness; to see one, dignity.

Crow. Reverses follow dreams of crows, especially if they fly.

Crown. To wear a gold or silver crown, success, honor, health.

Crutches. To see them, infirmities; to break them, recovery.

Currants. To eat them, good news; if red or black, constancy and marriage.

Dagger. News from absent ones.

Dancing. Success in love and friendship.

Danger. Very fortunate, foretells profit and success,

Dangers. Diseases are avoided by purifying the blood with B.B.B.
A CANNON BALL

does more execution than a pea-shooter—if it hits the mark. If it don’t there is no harm done. The cannon ball in the centre of this page is marked B.B.B. It hits the mark every shot. Every dose goes to the right spot.

THE BLOOD IS THE LIFE.

Is it Right or Just

that because a man is poor he shall go down to his grave a victim of disease—disease that CAN BE CURED; yet this very thing happens very often because people do not know that Burdock Blood Bitters (which costs but 1 cent a dose) cures all diseases of the stomach, liver and bowels and removes all impurities of the blood from a common pimple to the worst scrofulous sore.

If B.B.B. cures Cancer, it will cure any blood disease.

LIP CANCER CURED.

My husband had two cancers taken off his face, and another was coming on his lip. He took two bottles of Burdock Blood Bitters, and it disappeared. I think this medicine is an excellent blood purifier.

MRS. WM. KIRBY,
Akron, Erie Co., N.Y.

Laxa-Liver Pills Cure Constipation.
Day. A clear one is a happy and lucky omen. To see the daybreak is good fortune in all things.

Death. Denotes a wealthy marriage or business partnership.

Deeds. A bad sign of losses and inconstancy if you sign them.

Deer. To see one, some one is in love with you, or you will get a legacy.

Devil. An omen of danger, withstand temptations.

Diamonds. To wear them, crosses in love; to sell them, wealth.

Dirt. To dream of dirt signifies dishonor and slander.

Digging. Good luck generally, especially if digging for gold.

Disease. Dreams of diseases go by contrary and bring luck.

B.B.B. cures all diseases of the stomach, liver, bowels and blood.

Dog. If sleeping, faithful friends; if barking, be watchful.

Doves. Significant of good in games of chance and love.

Dolls. If a maid dream of dolls she shall never marry.

Doors. To knock and enter, success; to be barred out, failure.

Drowning. To dream of drowning is a sign of marriage and luck.

Drunkenness. To dream of being drunk means riches, to see others drunk foretells folly.

Drum. To hear drums beating betokens sad and hasty intelligence.

Ducks. To see them or hear them is a sign of visitors who are in hunger.

Dust. To be enveloped in dust shows that there are plots against you.

Dwarf. To a lady, she will have a wise and noble husband; to a man, his wife will be a scold.

Eagles. If soaring high, prosperity; if perched on high, travel and honor.

Eels. To see them, enemies and reverses.

Earthquake. To dream of a ruinous earthquake portends a change for the better in your affairs.

Ears. To bore them, obedience; to clean them, good news; to lose hearing, loss of friends. To buy earrings is a happy sign for women. To have large earrings success.

Eggs. To see or eat them denotes success and preference.

Eclipses. Foretell death of a relation.

Elephant. To dream of, distinguished honor; if you are in love, marriage and many children who will honor you.
PROOF FROM THE PEOPLE

That Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry positively cures Cholera, Cholera Infantum, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Colic, Cramps, and all Summer Complaints of children or adults.

A Family Friend.

Sirs,—I have used Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry in my family for years and can highly recommend it for summer complaint, diarrhoea, cramps, etc.

MRS. GEO. WEST,
Huntsville, Ont.

Precious as Gold.

Sirs,—For several seasons we have relied on Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry for all summer complaints. A few doses always give relief and it never fails to cure. We think it a very valuable medicine— as precious as gold.

MRS. F. C. WINGER,
Font Hill, Ont.
Embrace. To embrace relatives, treachery; a stranger, travel; a woman, good luck.

Embroidery. This dream signifies honor, wealth and ambition.

Enemy. To be injured by one foretells good luck and advantage in proportion to the injury.

Eruptions. To dream you are covered with sores, a great fortune will fall to you.

B.B.B. cures eruptions, sores, pimples and bad blood.

Eyes. To see a glaring eye denotes defeat; if your own eyes seem defective, bad luck; if shut, your wife is jealous.

Face. A handsome one, joy and pleasure; a swollen one, wealth; a black one, long life; washing the face, repentance.

Fan. A fickle lover, changes.

Fall. Losses, you will lose your sweetheart.

Fair. To be at one, beware of swindlers; if in trade, it is a bad omen.

Family. To dream of a large family portends wealth.

Every family should keep B.B.B. on hand.

Famine. To dream of, worry and quarrels.

Farm. To own one, foretells a handsome wife; to work one, a legacy; if not fenced in, riches and pleasure.

Father. To dream you see him is fortunate; to see him die is unlucky.

Fear. To feel fear denotes increased courage.

B.B.B. cures constipation.

Foot. To dream your feet are swollen, sickness; to wash them, trouble; sore feet, mean losses; to burn a foot, shame; to cut it off, pain; to have many feet, wealth, corns on the feet indicate riches also.

Fence. To climb, a sudden rise in life; to creep under, disgrace.

Feast. To dream of feasting, new friends or a lover.

Fiddle. To play it, desperate ventures; to hear it, happiness; if silent, mourning.

Field. To be in one, persecution and deception.

Fight. To see women fight, jealousy; if men, sorrow.

Fishing. Affliction and trouble; to see fish, bad news.

Figs. To eat them, future fortune.

Figures. All above 78 signify uncertainty; all below 78 success; but 49 and 343 are very lucky indeed.

Fingers. To cut them, if they bleed, is a favorable omen in love.

Fire. If blazing, danger; if not, poverty; if sparks fly, money in abundance. To dream your house or store burns, portends good fortune.

Flag. Signifies fame and good tidings.

Fleas. To be tormented by, trials and losses.
A Vital Restorative
For Weak Nerves.

A Caledonia Lady Speaks out in Favor
of a New Medicine.

Which Restores Health and Vitality
to the Entire System.

Mrs. H. Church, Caledonia, Ont., speaks as follows
regarding Milburn’s Heart and Nerve Pills:

“They are a splendid pill for weak nerves.

“When I first commenced taking them I was in a
very weak physical condition. My nerves were com­
pletely unstrung, and I was suffering from a severe pain
under the heart. Palpitation and shortness of breath
also troubled me greatly. I was easily startled, and
aggravated by slight causes.

“So much out of order was my nervous system that
my memory at times was affected, and I also felt tired
and exhausted all the time. Milburn’s Heart and Nerve
Pills proved beneficial from the start, the first box, which
I got at Roper’s Drug Store, made me feel better in
every way than I had for months.

“I can say that they have strengthened my nerves
and heart, removed the tired, exhausted feeling, and
invigorated my whole system.

“I have gained in health and strength much more
than I ever expected, and believe that no other remedy
could have produced such a remarkable effect in so
short a time.”
Flies. In great numbers, you have enemies; if you drive them off you will succeed.
Disease flies where B.B.B. is used.

Flood. If the water is calm, riches and plenty; if rough, opposition by rivals.
Flowers. If in season and bright, success; if out of season, failure, courage, trials. To gather them, good luck.

Flying. To dream of flying denotes travel and desertion of friends.
Fog. Foretells unfavorable speculations and false friends.
Fortune. Dreams of fortune invariably go by contrary.
Forest. To walk in one, travel, disputes, losses.
Fountain. Very unfavorable, disappointment, storms at sea.
Friends. If clean, riches, honor, success; if muddy, vexation, trouble.

Fox. A sign of thieves, bad servants, false friends.
Fowl. Deceit in love, disappointment.
Forks. Beware of flattery.
Frogs. Very favorable; to the farmer, good crops; in business, success; in love, faithfulness.
Fruit. If ripe and fair, happiness and riches; if old and rotten, poverty; if green, trouble.
Friends. To be among them, denotes union; to laugh with them, quarrels.

Funeral. To see one, death or imprisonment of some near friends; also foretells wealth by inheritance.
Furnace. To dream of, honor, dignity, advancement.
Furniture. To see one, quarrels with friends.
Gain. If by honesty, increased wealth; if unjustly, losses.

Gallows. A most fortunate dream, showing riches, happiness and honor to come speedily; to lovers, a rich marriage and a happy one.
Games. To play any game is a sign of riches and good old age, especially a lively, romping game.
Gambling. A sign of poverty and disgrace, not so bad if you dream of losing.

Garden. To walk in one, joy and enlarged fortune.
Garter. To lose it, an ill omen; weakness.
Gate. To pass through, you will escape difficulty and gain riches.
Geese. A forerunner of good, absent friends will return.
Giant. To dream of being one, danger; to meet one, honor.

Gifts. Dreams of gifts bring good luck, you will prosper.
Ghost. Very unfortunate, vexation, enemies, deceit.
Mr. Joseph Baldwin, 179 Main Street, Woodstock, Ont., says:—"For six months I have been ill with kidney and liver complaint, together with distressing urinary troubles, which caused a frightful pain in my back, extending up between my shoulders. My physical and nervous system was affected so much that I became very weak. My blood seemed to lack vitality. "I have now taken two boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills and they have done a world of good, relieving me of the pain in my back and shoulders, and making me feel better and stronger in every way. "I felt the healing power of this splendid kidney medicine from the first few days, and I know that no other medicine was instrumental in making the cure, because I had taken other medicines previously, and been under doctors' care, without receiving the slightest benefit."

(Sgd.) JOSEPH BALDWIN.

DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS.

Doan's Kidney Pills act on the kidneys, bladder and urinary organs only. They cure backaches, weak back, rheumatism, diabetes, congestion, inflammation, gravel, Bright's disease, and all other diseases arising from wrong action of the kidneys and bladder.

Laxa-Liver Pills Cure Constipation.
I, WHAT DREAMS MEAN.

Gipsy. Forebodes short life, troubles, changes.
Glass. A sign of sickness; if broken, death of friends.
Gloves. To receive them, friendship; if old ones, deceit.
Goat. Dreams of goats are lucky and make for wealth.
Gold. To receive it, it is a good omen; to pay it also means success in business.
Governor or Ruler. To see one predicts a pleasing event.
Grapes. To see, a cheerful companion, success in trade.
Grass. If green, means long life; to cut it, trouble.
Grave. To dream of inconstancy, bad success; if you come out of the grave, denotes success in your undertakings.
Grief. To dream of grief is a sign of a jolly time.
Grain. Very auspicious, augurs profit, gain, happy old age.
Grun. To see people grinning at you, you will do some foolish act.
Guns. To see people firing them, misfortune, trouble; if at you, peril and danger to life; if you fire at others, losing law suits are foretold.
Hall. Black hail denotes sorrow, losses; white foretells a good bargain.
Hair. If it be thick and bushy, riches and power; if short and black, misfortune; if brown, melancholy; if falling off, lingering illness.
Hams. To see them is an omen of plenty; to eat fine tasting ham foretells some good deed for which you will be praised.
Hammer. A good dream, denotes thrift and good fortune.
Hands. If dirty, foreshadows mean acts; if large and strong you will have important business and succeed; loss of one, portends poverty.
Hanged. To dream of being hanged is an excellent omen, forshadowing riches and honor. To dream you escape spoils the omen.
Handkerchief. Foretells arrival of visitors or strangers.
Harp. To dream of, very lucky for lovers and sick persons.
Harvest. A good sign; in business, success; to lovers, marriage.
Hat. To get a new one, success; to lose one, losses.
Hawk. This dream foretells new enterprises; if the hawk takes prey they will succeed.
Hay. To make hay, success; to sell it, losses, accidents.
Head. To dream of heads foretells good to come, especially if they are large.
Heart. A sad omen; to lose it, death; to see it, falsity.
B.B.B. cures Constipation.
Gentlemen,

I have used Hagyard’s Yellow Oil for the past ten years, and find it a splendid remedy for colic, neuralgia, bronchitis, croup, pains in the back, ulcerated and sore throat, sprains, chilblains, etc., in fact we use it for almost every pain, and it always relieves quickly. I can safely say I know of no other remedy of the sort that can equal it. Our family is large so that I can speak from experience. We always keep a good stock in the house, and would not be without it.

MRS. J. I. MADGE,
Virden, Man.

IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Dear Sirs,

We have used Hagyard’s Yellow Oil in our family for twelve years and find nothing to equal it for rheumatism, lumbago, lame back, frost bites, etc. We would not be without it.

MRS. MATILDA CHICK,
Winnipeg, Man.

Laxa-Liver Pills Cure Constipation.
Hearse. Signifies marriage, good news, joy.
Heaven. Predicts great happiness and honor.
Hell. A dream of warning against losses and disease.
Hen. To hear one cackle or to catch one foreshows great gain.
Hiding. To dream you hide anything foretells revealing of secrets.
Hills. To climb, you will be famous.
Hissing. To hear hissing, a sign of shame.
Hogs. To see fat hogs foretells luck; lean ones, hardships.
Horns. If one dreams he has horns he will be wealthy and great; if on another, danger.
Honey. Domestic bliss, happiness.
Hoe. To dream of using, present hardships but future wealth.
Hornets. You have to deal with wicked enemies.
Hops. Thrift, wealth.
Horses. A splendid dream, full of all that is good to the dreamer. To fall from one, misfortune.
House. To build one, comfort; to see one, good fortune. B.B.B. less than 1 cent a dose.
Hug. To dream of being hugged signifies a fickle lover.
Hunger. To dream of, portends successful enterprise; a good dream for lovers.
Hunting. To go hunting, foretells dishonesty; to return from it, coming good fortune.
Hut. To dream of a mean hut promises you a house of your own.
Ice. Favorable, but to slide upon it foretells worry.
Idol. To see one betokens a change for the better, especially to the sick.
Idiot. To dream one has gone mad indicates that he will be popular and rich.
Ink. Your desires will be obtained.
Indigo. To dream of, indicates travel by sea.
Inn or Hotel. Very unfavorable, losses, poverty, unfaithfulness.
Image. To dream of, competition in business, trouble in love.
Injury. To be injured, to do injury, signify blessings and friends.
Inquest. If you dream of being at one you will squander your money.
Insult. To dream of insults and abuse to foretells disputes; be mild.
Iron. To dream of, foretells danger, accidents, losses.
WORST KIND OF SCROFULA.

DEAR SIRS, - I had an abscess on my breast and scrofula of the very worst kind, the doctors said. I got so weak that I could not walk around the house without taking hold of chairs to support me. The doctors treated me for three years, and at last said there was no hope for me. I asked if I might take B. B. B., and the doctor said it would do me no harm, so I began to take it, and 'efore three bottles were used I felt great benefit. I have now taken six bottles and am nearly well. I find B. B. B. a grand blood purifier, and very good for children as a spring medicine.

MRS. JAMES CHASE,
Frankford, Ont.
**Island.** To be on a deserted island, friends will desert you.

**Itch.** To dream of beingitchy or having the itch you will receive money.

All skin diseases are curable by B.B.B.

**Ivory.** To dream of, augurs long life, happiness, lucre.

**Ivy.** Betokens success in life, constancy in love.

**Jail.** To dream of imprisonment presages dignity and success to the dreamer.

**Jar.** As of earthquakes, portends sickness in the family.

**Jealousy.** To dream of being jealous, betrayal, loss of love.

**Jelly.** To have jelly given to you or to eat it and have plenty shows good fortune, long life; for every pot or jar of jelly you receive you will live one generation.

**Jew.** To dream of quarrels; if he cheat you, gifts.

**Jewels.** This dream is good for women, but signifies loss to men.

**Jig.** To dance, someone is in love with you.

**Joy.** To dream of, forebodes pain and sorrow.

**Jeopardy.** To be in, presages great success, profit.

**Jumping.** Up, honor; down, poverty; if you fall, competence if you light on your feet.

**Jury.** To serve on, friends need favors; to be tried by, romantic adventures.

**Jug.** To drink from, journey, long or short as the jug is.

**Juniper.** To dream of juniper or any other berries denotes prosperity.

**Kaleidoscope.** To look through one signifies travel or discontent.

**Keg.** If empty, departure; if full of fish or oysters, money; if of spirits, poverty.

**Key.** To find keys, you will discover secrets; to lose them is an omens of shame, especially to girls.

**Kid.** To dream of, foretells the birth of children.

**King.** To dream of, ambition, disappointment; if you speak to him, riches, honor.

**Kill.** To dream of killing, bad luck, poverty; if by accident, small misfortunes.

**Kissing.** Dream of kissing go contrariwise; if pleasant, they denote slander; if disagreeable, praise, good will, good cheer.

**Kite.** To fly, you will write a letter of importance.

**Knee.** To fall on the knee, misfortune; to see them, good luck, marriage, children.

**Knives.** A bad omen, betokens lawsuits, strife, loss.

**Knight.** To see, good fortune; if you don his armor, danger.
GIVES GREAT SATISFACTION.

Gentlemen,—I have found great satisfaction in the use of Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry and consider it without an equal as a cure for diarrhoea and summer complaint.

ADAH HELMER,
______________________________
Newington, Ont.

PERFECT COMFORT.

Dear Sirs,—Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry is a wonderful cure for diarrhoea, pains in the stomach, etc. I was a great sufferer until I gave it a trial, I can now say that I have perfect comfort.

JOHN HAWKE,
______________________________
Coldwater, Ont.

DIARRHOEA FROM TEETHING.

Dear Sirs,—Last summer my little girl was teething and took violent Diarrhoea. I gave her Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry and it cured her. I recommend this medicine very highly.

MRS. ALLEN WARNER,
______________________________
Lunenburg.
Labor. To work hard, travel; to see others labor, good
luck.
Ladder. To go up, you will be renowned yet poor; down, denotes poverty; to fall off, injuries.
Lake. To sail on, if clear, success; if muddy, sickness.
Lambs. To see, an excellent omen of thrift and marriage.
Lamp. To drop or break, disappointment; to see a bright light in the dark, you will meet an agreeable person.
Land. To buy or inherit is good, foretells health and wealth; to sell, poverty.
Lantern. To carry, a good sign, your path is free.
Lark. To dream of, a speedy increase in riches.
Laughing. Unfavorable, a sign of tears, jilting.
Law. To dream of being at law, denotes injuries; if against you, you will get money unexpectedly.
Lawyer. A bad sign, brings misfortune always.
Lazy. To dream of lazy people, bring bad luck, losses.
Lead. Sickness; of leaden bullets, good news, success.
Leaves. If growing freshly, a good sign of long life; if withered, the contrary.
Legs. To dream of thick fat legs is a bad omen; thin ones denote success in the race for wealth.
Legacy. To dream you have money left to you foretells riches.
Lemons. Predicts family contentions.
Leopard. Signify plots, enemies, quarrels.
Lettres. If many, honors; if one, praise; from your lover, he adores you.
Lettuce. Precisely the same as lemons.
Lies. To dream of, foreshows benefits by good conduct.
Lice. To have them, great riches, deliverance from enemies; to see them only, denotes poverty.
Lights. Same as lamp and lantern; two lights predict a second marriage.
Lightning. Bright lightning, a pleasant trip; forked lightning, good crops, but attended by calamity.
Lilies. All dreams of flowers are good omens of joy and luck.
Lion. Generally good for wealth, but if he runs away it foreshadows folly.
Linen. If clean, glad tidings; if dirty, disappointment.
Lips. Red handsome lips, health; if dry, the opposite.
Liquor. To see or drink, disgrace and poverty.
Lizards. To dream of, malice and slander.
Log. To see, promises a new house, but if you split them you will not get it.
Lobsters. To see live lobsters foretells death by drowning.
Weak Hearts
Made Strong.

Health and Vigor Restored.

For years I have suffered from weak action of the heart, and three years ago was attacked by La Grippe, which served to intensify the trouble. As a result I was reduced to a very weak state. My nerves were treacherous, I was irritable, easily alarmed and worried, suffered a great deal from dizziness, and my blood was very thin so that I suffered greatly from the cold. My breath was quite short, and I frequently felt as if I was about to give up the ghost because I had such a queer feeling in my heart.

Since taking Milburn's Heart and Nerve Pills I am a great deal better. My nerves are stronger, my blood has become enriched and revitalized. The constant chilly feeling is gone, and my blood circulates in a healthy and vigorous manner. My heart is strong, and I am free from the distress which arose from its former weakness. I feel that I should give this information in order to benefit other sufferers from heart or nerve troubles, and I willingly do so, as I believe such complaints are very prevalent since La Grippe came to this country.

Signed, B. A. ROSS,
Ailsa Craig, Ont.
Looking-glass. A bad omen, false friends, loss of money.
Losses. You will gain more than you dream you lose.
Love. To dream you are in love is a sure sign you will make a fool of yourself and be laughed at.
Luck. To dream of good luck predicts misfortune.
Mad Dog. A sign you will be wrongly accused.
Maggots. A sign of death, not always of a human being.
Maid. To dream of a pretty girl foretells riches by marriage.
Man. If in black, lucky; in white, a bad omen; of a murdered man, long life.
Map. To look at, dear friends will return.
Market. To be in, a bad sign; you will want money.
Marriage. To be at one, a funeral; if of yourself, death.
Mask. A sign of hypocrisy and deceit.
Mass. To be at, beware of being cheated.
Machinery. Unfavorable, imprisonment, sickness.
Manacles or Handcuffs. Denote good access if you wear them.
Manger. A forerunner of good and altered fortune.
Marble. A good omen; long happy, but some struggles.
Martyr. To dream one is a martyr, honors are in store.
Meadow. An excellent omen to all, success, good crops.
Measles. You will be fortunate, gain wealth and profit.
Meat. If fresh, you will be jilted; if stale, sickness.
Medicine. To take it, poverty; to give it, gain.
Medals. Predicts success, especially if worn by the dreamer.
Melons. Signifies success; recovery to the sick.
Menagerie. Travel in foreign lands.
Mice. Prosperity, happy marriage.
Midwife. Signifies harm, sickness.
Milk. Very fortunate; to drink, great success.
Mill. A flour mill presages abundance; a cloth mill, trouble.
Miser. Waste, loss, destruction, robbery, fire.
Misfortune. Indicates luck, always goes by contrary.
Mine. To be in one, wealth, prosperity.
Mire. To wade in, misfortune and trouble.
Money. To find, excellent omen; to lose, ill success.
Monkey. You will meet a fool; to see them, foretells folly.
Moon. A sign of riches and happiness.
Moles or Molehills. You will get your wish.
Monster. To see, foretells enemies; if dead, all is well.
Mr. R. Wheatley, of the Department of Militia, Ottawa, says in reference to Doan's Kidney Pills that they are the best remedy he ever tried.

Mr. Wheatley makes the following statement:

"I suffered a great deal for a long time with severe pains in my back over the kidneys. Restlessness, headaches, sleeplessness and general debility also made life a burden.

"Hearing of Doan's Kidney Pills I thought I would try them, seeing that no other remedy had succeeded in my case. Well, from the first a wonderful change took place, and I continued to improve rapidly, until at the end of six weeks I was cured.

"I now eat well, sleep well, have no pain, dizziness, or headache, and am in fact all O. K., thanks to Doan's Pills, which it is needless to say I recommend highly."

Doan's Kidney Pills are sold by all druggists at 50c. per box, or six boxes for $2.50.
Monument. Sign of recovery to the sick.
B.B.B. cures liver complaint.
Mother. To see, if dead, very fortunate; if living, sorrow.
Mountains. Presage difficulties; if clad in verdure, success.
Moth. A sign of slander and robbery.
Mourning. Sure sign of a wedding in your family
Mouth. You will receive kisses; if the mouth be small, a scolding.
Moving. A sign of poverty, whether of yourself or friends.
Mummy. Trouble, vexation, inconstancy.
Mule. To ride or drive, a sign of single blessedness to both sexes.
Murder. To dream you commit it, envious friends.
Music. Denotes joy and happiness; a gift.
Mushrooms. To eat, augurs long life and that you will win and then lose a fortune.
Mustard. A sad omen of sickness and death.
Nails. To dream that they are long, profit; if short, loss; if pulled off, misery, affliction; to pare them, illness; to bite them, quarrels.
Nakedness. To see a man naked signifies terror; a woman, joy and honor, but if she be old, crooked or black it meaneth shame.
Napkin. If white, good conduct with happiness; if dirty, the opposite.
Navel. To dream it is sore signifies bad tidings.
Needle. To dream of, predicts a journey, perplexity.
Neck. If large and fair, a good omen; if thin, desertion.
Necklace. To a girl, she will marry rich, but be unhappy; to the married, fidelity, joy.
Negro. A sign of safety if he threatens or looks angry, but of loss if he look pleasant and come to you.
Nest. To dream of, predicts a fortunate marriage
Net. To dream of, your lover is fickle.
Nettle. To be stung, vexation, chagrin, rivals will outdo you.
News. To dream you hear news, signifies peace and comfort.
Newspaper. To read, the dreamer will be rich and wise.
Night. A clear night indicates happiness; a stormy one, trouble.
Nightingale. All birds are ominous of good except parrots and vultures, owls and bats.
Nightmare. To dream of, a fool shall rule you; you will be cheated.
Dr. Low’s Pleasant Worm Syrup.

This agreeable, sure and harmless remedy for worms is so pleasant to the taste that a child once taking it will ask for more. It is free from Castor Oil, Calomel, or other nauseous, sickening and hurtful drugs. It is impossible for worms to remain when this syrup is given so freely as to act upon the bowels. *No other cathartic required during its use.* It destroys the worms entirely, at the same time its cathartic action drives them out of the system. A single bottle has frequently destroyed from 100 to 200 worms. Tape worms from 16 to 35 feet in length have been expelled by the use of this great Worm Medicine. Worms prevail mostly in children, but the frequent use of this Worm Syrup as a laxative has expelled large numbers of worms from older people, where the cause of ill health was not suspected.

WELL PLEASED.

DEAR SIRS,—I am pleased to add my testimony in regard to Dr. Low’s Worm Syrup. My little girls, aged 4 and 1 respectively, had been ailing for some time, and my sister and others said they believed the trouble was worms, and advised Dr. Low’s Worm Syrup. I got a bottle and am thankful to say that they were both much benefited by it. The fever and restlessness soon ceased, and they are both entirely free from their trouble. Many of our neighbors use it, and one man said it cured his little one of fits. Our storekeeper says he has a good sale for it, and can recommend it for all cases of worms.

MRS. P. H. BRACE, Horsey’s Rapids, Ont.

Laxa-Liver Pills Cure Constipation.
Nightcap. To dream you forget to take it off, you will be kissed by a stranger.

Nobility. To dream of being made a noble, shows poverty and shiftlessness.

Noise. To hear strange noises, spirits hover near and guide you.

Nose. Of large noses the omen is good; of snub-noses, quarrels.

Nosebleed. A very bad dream, predicting heavy losses.

Nugget. To see a nugget or lump of gold, augurs wealth, honor.

Nun. To either man or maid, a sign they will never marry.

Nurse. To dream of a nurse or nursing, foreshadows luck and plenty of cash.

Vulture. Prognosticates travel by rail to a distance.

Nuts. A good omen, denoting riches; if you crack them it is unfavorable.

Oak. Signifies long life and a fortune by will or speculation.

Oar. To lose one, death; to break one, misfortune.

Oath. Dreaming of oaths foretells litigation, quarrels.

Oats. Foreshadows journeys by land, a wedding trip.

Occupation. To dream of a new business signifies change of affection.

Offence. If you are offended it shows either a journey or a visit.

Offer. To receive offers portends sorrow.

Office. To take a new one, good; to be turned out of, danger.

Oil. To spill it, damage; if on yourself, profit.

Old Man. Good luck in business. To a maid, a rich young husband.

Old Woman. A good omen of domestic happiness, or of an offer of marriage.

Olives. Favorable for wealth and happiness.

B.B.B. cures Scrofula.

Onions. Signify quarrels; if eaten, plenty of money and a faithful but cross grained wife or husband.

Opium. To dream of, forebodes shipwreck, loss, death.

Oranges. To see or have abundance of these signifies yellow gold in like proportion.

Orchard. To be in one, riches by marriage.

Orphans. To dream of, most fortunate, portends a legacy.

Organ. To hear, tidings (perhaps sad) of some dear one.

Ostrich. Signifies travel by which wealth will be bad.

Otter. Denotes slander by your pretended friends.

Owl. A sad omen of sickness, poverty, trouble.
Every tree, plant, flower and herb has its use however humble it be. Many are useful for food, many for medicine, and of these latter the Scriptures say: “The Lord hath created medicines out of the earth, he that is wise will not abhor them.” The virtues are there for the healing of the nations. To so combine, in perfect balance, the virtues of a number of roots, barks, herbs, berries, twigs and leaves, as to produce a purely vegetable blood purifier and regulator of the Stomach, Liver and Bowels, has been the aim of the proprietors of Burdock Blood Bitters. The light of science and the wisdom of experience have resulted, as they always do, in producing a medicine which cures Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Constipation, Sick Headache, Salt Rheum, Scrofula, Heartburn, Sour Stomach, Dizziness, and all Blood diseases, from a common pimple to the worst scrofulous sore. Room for one example only out of the thousands that testify.

PROVIDENCE THANKED.

It is with pleasure that I recommend B.B.B. for the cure of Indigestion and Impure Blood. I had tried many medicines but received no benefit until, I thank Providence, I was advised to use B.B.B., and it was with perfect success.

MRS. WM. LOCKE,
Oshawa, Ont.

Norway Pine Syrup Cures Coughs and Colds.
Oysters. To eat, difficulties in money matters; if others eat them it portends plenty of cash to you.

Fall. A dirty one, a sign of losses; if new or clean, all is well.

Pain. To dream of, denotes pleasant news coming.

Painting. Sickness in the family, but success in business and other concerns. To see a newly painted house foretells a funeral.

Pall Bearer. To dream you are one, you will wed inside a year.

Palace. To be in one predicts a gift; to see one, evil report.

Paleness. To dream of paleness of self or friends foretells death or bad news.

B.B.B. makes new rich blood.

Palm. Denotes happiness and prosperity.

Palsy. To dream of, uneasiness, doubt; to recover from, eminence.

Pancake. To eat, foretells falling in love; to make them, you are beloved.

Pantaloon. New ones, prosperity; if dark, long life; if light, sickness.

Pantomime. To see, foretells mean acts, defer journeys for a week.

Paper. If smooth, good; if crumpled, pain; if wet, success.

This paper tells of the virtues of B.B.B.

Parade. Of soldiers, you will be deceived and have losses.

Parasol. Predicts a new beau; a broken one, ruin.

Paradise. A token of victory and pleasure.

Parrot. Deceit, flattery, especially if the dream is pleasing.

Pardon. To ask it, a bad omen, disgrace, defeat.

Pawnbroker. An honorable office will be yours.

Parting. A sign of disappointment, coolness.

Partner. To dream of a business partner foretells receipt of money, but quarrels with it.

Party. Of giving one, losses; of going to one, claims upon you.

Parsley. Foretells good news, but to cut it, falsity in love.

Pasture. To see cattle feeding in, presages thrift and wealth; more or less as the cattle are fat or lean.

Patching. To dream of patching clothes denotes money in plenty.

Partridges. Trouble from the opposite sex.

Paths. If straight, prosperity; if crooked, crosses.
WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY.

WILL USE NO OTHER.

Mrs. Robert Manary, Courtland, Ont. I wish to say that Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry has been a great benefit to my family. We always use it for pain in the stomach, diarrhoea and all summer complaints. It is the best medicine we ever had and we will use no other.

GOOD FOR ALL.

Dear Sirs,—I have used Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry for the past four years and know it to be one of the finest remedies for all kinds of summer complaints, painful diarrhoea, etc., and I therefore recommend to all persons troubled in that way.

I have never noticed Fowler's Extract recommended for cattle, but tried it with success. I had ten head of cattle that had the scours very bad, so used about three times the quantity one would use for a person, diluting it with a little water and giving it as a drench. Three doses made a complete cure, and I would not now be without Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry in the house. Thinking this might be of benefit to others I write to let you know of my great success in using Fowler's Extract among my cattle.

Yours truly,

SIMON BASKERVILLE,
Newcastle, Ont.

Norway Pine Syrup Cures Coughs and Colds.
Pauper. This dream signifies that you will have many children.
B.B.B. is the best blood purifier.

Passion. To be in a passion foreshows dangerous illness.

Peach. Denote gold; if small, less; if fine, more.

Peacock. A sign of poverty; if he spread his tail so much the worse.

Peanuts or Groundnuts. You will be poor but contented.

Peas. To eat, health, thrift; to give to others, good luck.

Pears. Indicate success and riches.

Pears. Denote poverty, misery, a poor marriage.

Peddler. To buy from, a sign of cheating and deceit.

Pens. If steel, a sign of tattling; if gold, good news.

Pepper. Foretells clever children.

Perfume. A sign of gifts; if not pleasant, shiftlessness.

Pets. To dream of, you will never marry.

Physic. To dream of taking, sickness, quarrels.

Physician. To dream of, presages true, happy love and friends.

Pies. To make, contentment; to eat, sickness, trouble.

Pictures. To look at, predicts idleness and illusions.

Piano. To hear, domestic happiness.

Pickles. To eat, foretells kisses from a bachelor or old maid.

Pic-Nic. To go to, a sign of falling in love.

Pigeons. A sign of profit and delight.

Pigs. Increase in business, happiness in love.

Pineapple. All sweet fruits are good signs of wealth, except they be withered.

Pinka. Predicts a new bonnet. It does not matter if a man dreams it, his wife or sweetheart will get the bonnet.

Pine Trees. A sign your lover is a trifler.

Pina. Signify small troubles; to find one, success.

Pipe. To smoke, an omen of success except it go out three times or break.

Pirate. To be captured by, travel and wealth in trade.

Pistol. Poverty, an unsuitable marriage.

Pit. To fall into, misfortune; to climb out of, success after trials.

Pitch. Scandals, defamation; be careful.

Plains. To be on beautiful plains, success in trade, crosses in love.

Plants. Denote success in life, happy marriage.

Plague. To dream of having it, foretells a fortunate find.
HEART THROBBING.

IT IS CAUSED BY WRONG ACTION OF THE HEART.

IT IS CURED BY MAKING THE HEART'S ACTION RIGHT.

This is the way to regulate and strengthen the actions of the heart.

Mr. John Griffin, the well-known and popular chief clerk in the wine rooms at the St. Lawrence Hotel, Montreal, tells how he got rid of the distressing heart symptoms which bothered him for such a long time.

Said Mr. Griffin, "For some time I was greatly troubled with my heart. Its action was irregular and caused extreme nervousness. My system became run down and I suffered much from the throbbing of my heart, together with dizziness and headache. In fact, I was getting weaker and more miserable day by day, so that work became a trouble to me. As you know, my business keeps me on my feet all day, and I assure you that it was most trying to me for many a long hour. Before half the day was over I would get very nervous, and feel as though I could not keep at my post any longer.

But now all this is changed. Milburn's Heart and Nerve Pills have been a great boon to me. I did not have much faith in medicine, as I had taken so much without effect, but Milburn's Heart and Nerve Pills have completely restored me to health. My system is toned up, my nerves as steady as when I was a youngster, and my heart beats as regularly as a clock. I took nothing else but Milburn's Heart and Nerve Pills, and to them is due the credit of the cure made in my case. I am all O.K. now, never get nervous, and feel thankful that these pills were brought to my notice."
Plaster. To have one on, insults, suspicions.

Pleasure. To enjoy predicts trouble and anxiety.

Ploughing. A good omen to the single; vexation to the married.

Plums. To dream of, augurs ill-luck, certainly if they are sour.

Polecat. Forebodes an ill-tempered wife or husband.

Poetry. To dream of writing, poverty and folly.

Pond. To be in a clear pond foretells a virtuous husband or a handsome wife.

Poisoning. Signifies bad company; seek virtue.

Police. Of arrest by, a sign of distinguished honor.

Portrait. Of having taken, compliments and admiration.

Pound. To see cattle in, foretells increased wealth.

Poverty. To dream of, good luck, but if you beg, insults.

Praise. Of winning praise, insincerity.

Prayer. Of praying or hearing prayers, you will be refused favor.

Precipices. To see denotes injury and loss.

Preserves. To eat, signifies accumulation of wealth and land.

Pretty Girl. If a man dreams of, he will marry a simpleton. If a girl dream of a pretty man, she will marry a putty head.

Priests. Dreams of priests go by contrary and are not good.

Prison. Of being in, foretells honor, but not if you deserve to be.

Prize. To draw in a lottery, don’t invest, you will lose. Dreams of prizes go by contrary.

Procession. To see, your friends will become poor and ask help.

Profit. Of making much forebodes disaster.

Promise. Broken promises betoken benefits, a speedy marriage.

Property. To lose, good luck comes from dreams of loss.

Proud. To dream of proud people predicts a rise in the world.

We take pride in the success of B.B.B.

Pulpit. To go into or see, you will do some ill deed.

Pump. An excellent omen, good luck in speculation, but if you pump dirty water, sickness.

Punch. To dream of, forebodes poverty, disgrace.

Punishment. To dream of punishing or being punished foretells good fortune, honors.

Purse. Of finding, an excellent dream of coming profit, but if empty, disappointment.
You

THINK SO,

BUT YOU'RE WRONG

It's theory and condition. A bad back, you know what that is—one that's lame, weak or aching—that's the condition. You suffer from it often. The cause bothers you. You can't be certain, but you have a theory. Perhaps you think it's overwork. You take something for the tired feeling, something advertised as "good for everything." There's where you're wrong. The theory is wrong. The result is wrong. That bad back don't mean bad blood. Don't mean a lazy liver. Don't mean rheumatism. It means tired kidneys. You want a kidney medicine, for kidneys only. That's Doan's Kidney Pills. The kidneys call for them.

Weak kidneys gain daily strength with Doan's Kidney Pills. Lame kidneys are lame no more with Doan's Kidney Pills. Sick kidneys know not sickness when they know Doan's Kidney Pills, and Doan's Kidney Pills know nothing but kidney disorders, because they're made for kidneys only. Plenty of Canadian proof that this is so.

ALL DRUGGISTS,

50 Cents, or 6 Boxes for $2.50.

If your druggist does not keep them they will be sent by mail on receipt of price by

T. MILBURN & CO.,

• • • TORONTO.
Putty. Of putty or putting, you will come down in the world.
Puzzle. To dream of, foretells folly or slight injuries.
Pyramid. To dream of or see, honor, wealth, high station.
Quail. A good omen of thrift, good luck, success.
Quaker. Sign of a bad bargain; if many, ill fortune.
Quarrelling. Denotes new friends and pleasant times.
Queen. Of seeing, forebodes loss of money, bad debts.
Quicksilver. A sign of falsity and losses.
Quilt or Quilting. Augurs thrift and good luck.
Quinces. Presage success in love, very favorable to all.
Quiver. To dream of, indicates security, peace.
Quolts. A harbinger of ill luck; signify quarrelling.
Rabbits. To see, marriage and many children; to kill, sorrow.
Raccoon. To see or tree, good luck; if you kill it the luck is spoiled.
Racing. To race and win, success; to lose, disappointment.
B.B.B. has won first place as a family medicine.
Radishes. Signify discovery of secrets, vexation.
Raffle. A bad omen, loss of character and reputation.
Hast. To see, presages a journey with good success.
Ragged. Rags and ridicule go together in dreams; be wise.
Railroad. To travel on, a sign of visits or breaking up house.
Rain. If gentle, success; if violent, trouble, misfortune.
Rainbow. Most auspicious; the brighter the better; health, happiness and riches.
Raking. To rake bay, certain sign of speedy marriage.
Ram. To be chased or butted by, you will be a general favorite.
Raspberries. Indicates health, riches, lavish expenditure.
Rats. Denote enemies, thieves, robbers, despoilers.
Raven. Unfavorable; denotes mischief, adversity.
Rays. To have a crown of bright rays betokens great success.
Reading. To dream of, success in love and trade.
Reaping. An omen of gain in gold and goods.
Release. To dream of being set free indicates troubles, vexation.
All stomach troubles can be cured by B.B.B.
Relations. Of visits by, you are respected and liked.
Religion. To dream of, works contrariwise; beware of cheats.
The Prince of Pectoral Remedies.

A Prompt, Pleasant and Perfect Cure for Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Pain in the Chest, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup, Whooping Cough, Influenza, and all Throat and Lung Troubles.

The Best Ever Used.

Messrs. T. Milburn & Co.

Dear Sirs,—I can recommend Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup as the very best medicine for coughs and colds, sore throat and weak lungs, which I have ever used.

Yours truly,
WM. FERRY.
Blenheim, Ont.

It Has No Equal.

Loran E. Adams, Deep Brook, N.S., says: "I have taken Norway Pine Syrup with grand results. I had a very bad cough for five weeks and could get no relief, but after taking one bottle of Norway Pine Syrup I was entirely cured. It is the greatest cough medicine in the world."
Rent. To pay, gain of money; to owe, losses.
Reptile. All dreams of reptiles betoken quarrels, falsity.
Rescue. To dream of, a sign of success and getting rich.
Revenge. To dream of, forebodes disgrace, imprisonment.
Reward. To get, you will receive honors and favors.
Rheumatism. To dream of, signifies health.
B.B.B. cures rheumatism.
Rhinoceros. Success in trade, disappointment in love.
Rhubarb. If fresh, favors; if dry, sickness.
Ribs. Of breaking them, quarrels between husband and wife.
Ribbons. Betoken flattery; if red, scandal.
Rice. To eat, health; to see in quantity, riches, gain.
Riches. To dream of, poverty, bad luck.
Riding. Unfortunate; decay of business; if in a stage or car it foretells success, however.
Ring. To see, find or get, signifies invariably a wedding.
Riot. A sign of scarcity and bad crops; not so bad if you seem to get injured.
Rival. To dream of, you need fear none, your are secure.
B.B.B. has no rival as a blood purifier.
River. A smooth, clear one, happiness, success; if yellow or muddy you will gain wealth, but under difficulties.
Robbery. To dream of robbing or helping robbers you will have difficulties, but overcome them and gain wealth.
Road. Same as Path.
Robin. A good omen, especially to see them around your house; it foreshadows plenty.
Rocket. To see, foretells some happy event, as marriage.
Roses. Happiness, prosperity, long life, except if withered.
Rosemary. Bitter losses and trouble.
Rotten. To see rotten things, trouble; rotten eggs, disgrace.
Roving or Travelling. You will be laid up for a long time.
Rowing. On clear water, good luck; if muddy, trouble.
Rudder. If broken, foretells drowning.
Ruins. Foretell losses, repentance; if moss-covered, old age.
Running. A sign of success; to stumble, accidents.
Rust. To dream of rusty things is a bad omen of destruction of property.
A Shining Star

A SHINING STAR IS BEAUTIFUL TO BEHOLD,
B.B.B. IS AS GOOD AS GOLD.

A LADY SAYS SO.

Dear Sirs,—I had severe headache for the past two years and used all kinds of medicine without finding a cure until I tried B.B.B. when relief and cure quickly followed. I think B.B.B. is as good as gold.

MISS MINNIE DRYSDALE,
Berlin, Ont.

HEADACHE FOR 3 YEARS CURED BY B. B. B.

A CASE IN POINT.

Dear Sirs,—I had severe headache for over three years and was not free from it a single day. You may imagine I tried everything I could get, but all to no purpose. Finally I started to use Burdock Blood Bitters with the result that it has completely cured me.

MRS. AFFLECK,
King St. East, Toronto.

Norway Pine Syrup Cures Coughs and Colds.

ca. 1910?
Rye. This grain denotes success in love, fortunate in trade.

Saffron. To gather or drink augurs health and wealth.

Sailing. Generally good; if the wind be rough or water muddy you will have difficulties to overcome.

Sadness. To dream of, you will hear gratifying news.

Sausage. To eat, predicts poverty and a needy lover.

Sand. A sign of shifting and waywardness.

Sawing. To dream of, foretells some regrettable deed.

Scaffold. To ascend, you will rise in the world; and if a girl, positively marry a rich husband.

Scaided. Of being, foretells losses by fire, air or water.

Scales. To weigh with, you will be long lived and happy.

Scandal. If a ... inst you, expect a legacy.

Savages. To be surrounded by, you will vindicate yourself and have respect.

Scarcity. To dream anything is scarce is a sign you will get plenty of it.

Scavenger. To become one, signifies bright prospects after troubles.

Scabs. To seem covered with, foretells great riches.

Scratch. Of being scratched, you will get free of death.

School. To attend, advancement, good fortune.

Scissors. To dream of, a sign of marriage.

Scold. Of being scolded, extremely lucky for married men; they will have peace.

Screw. A small one, success; a large one, trouble.

Sea. Generally good for travellers; servants and wives, predicts a pleasant change.

Secret. To tell, enemies; to hear, quarrels.

It is no secret that B.B.B. cures Scrofula.

Separation. Goes by contrary and increases family ties.

Servants. To dream of bad, you will lose a good one and get a dishonest one.

Sermon. To listen to, denotes good, a pious mate.

Sepulchre. A sign of great good, profit, increase.

Shark. To see, you will escape danger and get money.

Shaving. To dream of, you will go in debt; if you shave others, the contrary.

Shawl. A new one predicts a nice new bean.

Sheep. Favorable; betokens thrift and abundance; to shear them, losses.

Shepherd. This dream is sent as a warning.

Shell. To find an empty one, losses; if full, success.

Sheriff. To escape, bad luck; if he arrests you, good fortune.

Disease is arrested promptly by B.B.B.
SUMMER COMPLAINT

ITS CAUSE AND CURE.

READ THIS ADVICE!

Many dangerous and distressing diseases prevail in summer and fall. Complaints such as Cholera Morbus, Cholera infantum, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Colic and Bilious Attacks are nearly always due to an unhealthy condition of the bile and blood, the attack being excited by indiscretions in diet, bad air and water, colds, unripe fruit, fermenting food or anything which causes an excess of bile. Cholera Morbus and Canadian Cholera are modified forms of Asiatic Cholera, with many symptoms in common, such as purging, cramps and collapse. Never neglect a simple diarrhoea, but avoid opiates and powerful astringents, which sometimes produce inflammation through too suddenly checking the discharge. The symptoms in these complaints vary greatly; sometimes there is great pain, nausea and vomiting, in other cases painless diarrhoea exists, but in all cases the sovereign remedy is Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry, which promptly arrests the diarrhoea, soothes the pain and corrects the unhealthy biliary symptoms.

PRICE 35 CTS. AT ALL DRUG STORES.
Norway Pine Syrup Cures Coughs and Colds.
Ship. Sailing to you, joy; from you, losses.
Shipwreck. A dangerous dream except to prisoners to whom it means liberty.
Shirt. A ragged one, poverty; a new one, disagreeable adventures.
Shoes. To lose, a token of pain and sorrow, reproaches.
Shroud. A sign of a wedding within a year.
Shooting. Very favorable and lucky, but if you get little or no game, disappointment; if with arrows it is very lucky indeed.
Sickness. Good or bad as you dream you are dying or getting better. Goes by contrary.
Burdock Blood Bitters restores health and strength.
Silks. To dream of having dresses made of poverty and want.
Silver. A sign of wealth by legacy or speculation. To buy silver signifies poverty.
Singing. In a choir, death; lively tunes, sorrow.
Sister. To see, in love favorable, otherwise predicts death of others but long life to the dreamer.
Skating. To dream of, success, good luck; if you fall, trouble.
Sky. Clear, denotes marriage; red, signifies wealth; cloudy, misfortune; to ascend into, honor.
Slaughter. To see animals killed is a good sign especially if blood flows freely.
Slander. To dream of, signifies successful adventures.
Sleighride. If pleasant, an excellent omen; if poor sleighing, trouble.
Sleep. To dream of sleep is evil except you are in trouble, then it is good.
Sliding. To dream of, good luck. If a girl dream of sliding with her lover and they fall they will certainly marry soon.
Smallpox. To have it, health, good fortune, you will marry a beauty.
Smoke. To see, foretells angry words, quarrels.
Snails. A sign of sickness of self or in family.
B.B.B. cures all diseases of the stomach, liver, bowels and blood.
Snakes. Signify danger and imprisonment; to kill them, victory.
Sneeze. To dream you sneeze denotes long life.
Snow. A good dream foretelling a rich and happy marriage.
Soldiers. To see, shows courage and triumph over enemies.
Soap. Signifies trouble in business which will soon depart.
Doctor Yourself.

After doctors and medicines fail Doctor Yourself with

MILBURN'S HEART AND NERVE PILLS.

They have cured many Woodstock people, and there is Woodstock evidence to certify to the fact. Here is some of it:

Read what D. Eadon Martin, the well-known and popular agent of the Temperance and General Insurance Co., Woodstock, has to say. Says Mr. Martin, "Last June I met your representative, and in talking to him, I had been suffering from nervousness and debility for over twelve months. On his suggestion I tried Milburn's Heart and Nerve Pills, as he said, 'They are almost certain to do you good, and they cannot hurt you in any way, because I have been told this by hundreds of people in the principal cities and towns in Canada.' His advice was good, as I have since found out. The pills have cured me of the nervousness which had so seriously affected me; and, in addition to that, they toned up my entire system.

"I am pleased to make this acknowledgment of the fact in my own case, and trust that others who have suffered as I did will give Milburn's Heart and Nerve Pills a trial."
WHAT DREAMS MEAN.

SORES. To dream of being covered with, a grand fortune; if on the arms, ill success.

SOW. To dream of, denotes abundance, but ill health.

B.B.B. cures biliousness and headache.

SOCIETY. To be in high society foretells disappointed ambition.

SORROW. See Sadness, also means unexpected joy.

SPARRROWS. Prognosticate good fortune, success.

SPECTRE. To the poor, gain; to the rich, losses.

SPIE. Indicates servility.

SPIDER. To see, signifies receipt of money.

SPRING. A flowing one, honor; a dry one, poverty.

SPY-glass. To look through, enlarged possessions, business, etc.

SPONGE. Avarice, wealth, meanness.

SQUINTING. To see a man that squints, some one is in love with you; to dream your sweetheart squints, she cares little for you.

SQUIRRELS. A sign of wealth and good fortune acquired by industry.

STABLE. Denotes hospitality, entertainment.

STARCHING. To starch linen, predicts industry and saving.

STAIN. To dream of, indicates scandal, be cautious.

STARS. Clear and bright, prosperity, many children, troop of friends.

STATUES. Unexpected news, advancement.

STEALING. If you are robbed, good speculations; to dream you steal anything signifies you will want it badly.

STEEL. To break, you will conquer; to see, safety.

STEEPLE. To look from, increase of lands and wealth.

No one need look for a better blood purifier than B.B.B.

STICK. To hold, mourning; to beat with, charity; to be beaten with, gain.

STILTS. To dream of using, you are vainly proud.

STIRRUP. Foretells travel.

STING. By bee or hornet, unjust injury, scandal.

STOCKINGS. Dark ones, gladness; white ones, sad news; cotton, contentment; silk, poverty; to lose them, distress; holes in, losses; to take off, gains.

STORM. Losses, trouble, but eventual success.

STONES. Anger, quarrels.

STOOL. Honor, elevation.

STOVE. With a fire in, wealth; if cold, poverty.

STRANGE PLACE. To be in, a legacy from a relation.

STRANGER. To be kissed by, a new lover.

STRAW. To see a bundle, abundance; scattered, want.

STRANGLE. To strangle any one predicts victory; if yourself, sickness.
BACKACHE.

MESSRS. T. MILBURN & CO.,
TORONTO.

Gentlemen,—

Having been a sufferer for many years with backache and headache, and being unable to obtain permanent relief, I was persuaded, after reading several of the conclusive testimonials from prominent people, published by your firm, to try Doan's Kidney Pills. What lead me to this was the fact that I was personally acquainted with some of the people who recommended them. I therefore went to a drug store and procured the pills.

After taking them according to directions for a short time, I experienced prompt and satisfactory relief. I have had no headache since, and may say that Doan's Pills not only relieved me of headache, but greatly improved my general health. I cannot speak too highly of the medicine, or recommend it too strongly to any person troubled with pain in the back, backache, headache, or any other symptom of kidney trouble.

I remain, respectfully yours,

Inspector, Signed, GEO. B. WOOD.

Home Life Insurance Co.,
126 Yorkville Ave., Toronto.
Strawberries. Success in love, happy marriage.
Sun. If shining, riches; if under a cloud, misfortune.
Sugar. Denotes purity, an excellent omen.
Struggling. Signifies health.
Disease cannot struggle against the virtues of B.B.B.
Study. Shows tranquil happiness.
Stutter. Indicates determination.
Suicide. Foreshows an unbalanced mind.
Surgeon. Unexpected happenings.
Suspenders. To wear, caution; to take off, unpleasant events.
Swallows. Good news, good crops, good luck.
Swan. White, riches; black, sorrow. The song of the swan denotes death.
Swimming. An excellent omen in business and love.
Swearing. To hear, loss of good name; to swear yourself, poverty.
Sweeping. A girl's dream, means a new lover.
Sword. To dream of, foretells poverty, losses, trouble.
Swoon. To the single, unfortunate; to the married, riches.
Table Cloth. Foretells plenty, especially if dirty.
Table. To sit at, affliction, sorrow.
Tailor. If a girl dreams of one, she will marry a softy.
Tall. To dream your beau is tall you will wed a wee mite.
Talking. If loudly, trouble; to hear talking, a proposal.
Tamarind. Vexation, uneasiness.
Tannery. To be in, riches; if a girl dreams this, a good husband.
Tar. Travel by water; to get it on you, difficulties.
Tarts. To eat or make, great happiness.
Tavern. To eat in, perplexity.
Tea. To drink, marriage; if already married, comfort.
Tears. To shed, some one is in love with you; a good fortune.
Teacher. Of teaching, the omen is gifts and esteem.
Teeth. To lose, loss of friends; to cut new ones, the birth of a remarkable child.
Telegram. Of sending, perplexing affairs, sudden news.
Tempest. Afflictions, troubles, perils, but you will get over them.
Tepins. Foretell disgrace, if not death.
Thaw. To dream of, quarrels, trouble.
Theatre. Changes of heart and residence.
Thirst. Unsuccessful hopes; if satisfied, riches.
...FOR...

LIVER TROUBLES,
CONSTIPATION,
HEADACHE, Etc.,
USE

LAXA-LIVER PILLS

AT TIMES
almost everyone is troubled with biliousness, the liver is over-worked, bad bile accumulates, and enters the blood that circulates through the entire system causing some of the following complaints: Indigestion, Constipation, Liver Complaint, Nausea, Faintness, Dizziness, Costiveness, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach, Heartburn, Jaundice, Sallow Complexion, Bad Blood, Boils, Blotches, and a general clogging up of the secretions.

LAXA-LIVER PILLS
are indicated for the relief and cure of these diseases.
We guarantee each box to give satisfaction.
One Pill each night for 30 days will cure constipation.
Price 25 Cents, or 5 Bottles for $1.00.
Thigh. If broken, loss of goods; if a girl dreams it, she will marry a stranger; to see a white and handsome thigh is fortunate.

Thistle. To cut, laziness; to pull, success; to be hurt by, injury.

Thorn. To be pricked by, marriage; to the married, coolness.

Throat. If sore or swollen, means increases. Hagy's Yellow Oil cures sore throat.

Thumb. A big thumb, wealth; to lose it or pinch it, poverty.

Throne. To dream of being on one, losses of wealth and affection.

Thrush. To hear one sing, rejoice, your wish is granted.

Thunder. Portends good crops to farmers; success to traders.

Tin. A good omen, you will marry rich.

Tiger. To dream of, treachery; if sleeping, beware.

Toad. If many, good crops, many children.

Tobacco. Any dream of tobacco is not good, it means waste.

Tomatoes. Denote prosperity, abundant crops, wealth.

Tombs. To visit foretells falling in love, marriage.

Tinker. An omen of success.

Timber. To work at, indicates prosperity, safety.

Toast. To make, good news; to eat, long and happy life.

Tongue. If sore, a sign of evil speaking.

Toes. Dreams of toes indicate travel to foreign lands.

Tornado. If like to destroy you, absent friends will return.

Tortoise. Slander, false reports.

Travel. Betokens trouble, hindrances, final success.

Trees. If green, riches; to climb, distinction; the larger and higher the better.

Traps. To set, signifies deception by your lover.

Treasure. To dig and find, ominous of bad faith, heavy loss.

Trout. To catch is an excellent omen of money getting.

Trumpet. Angers quarrels, troubles, deceit.

Trunk. If full, indicates necessity; if empty, plenty.

Tub. An omen of evil, trouble, sorrow, empty or full.

Tumbler. To break, you will make a discovery.

Turkey. A sign of victory over enemies; success.

Turnips. Predicts riches and thriving in the world.

Tulips. Signify abundance.

There is an abundance of proof that B.B.B. cures dyspepsia.
MILBURN’S
COD LIVER
OIL EMULSION

With Wild Cherry Bark and the Hypophosphites of Lime, Soda and Manganese.

EASY TO TAKE.
HEALS THE LUNGS.

By its use...

COUGHS, COLDs, HOARSENESS,
ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, Etc.,
are relieved and cured in an astonishingly short space of time, while in

CONSUMPTION
marked benefit is at once felt.

... Owing to our improved process, this emulsion contains a larger percentage of oil, and that in a more easily digested state, than any other emulsion.

PRICE 50c. and $1.00 PER BOTTLE.
Turtle. Long life, an easy-going husband.
Tumor. Failure in business of self or friends.
Tusk or Projecting Tooth. Forebodes calamity.
Twins. Signify good news, honor, riches.
Ulcer. Denotes success, prosperity.
Umbrella. To lose portends gifts; to buy, danger.
Undertaker. To see, foretells marriage.
Underground. To go underground signifies death, but if you dig or are in a place which you have dug it changes the omen to riches and old age.
Undress. To see others, wantonness; to undress yourself, discovery of secrets.
Upholsterer. To deal with or work with, sickness, affliction.
Urns. A pleasant prognosis foretelling marriage.
Vaccinated. Of being, good health, liberal gifts if the sore seems large.
Valentine. To receive, illness; to send, news of death.
Valley. To walk in, sickness followed by robust health.
Vapor or Fog. Secret enemies, swindlers, infidelity.
Varnishing. Sign of a funeral or losses.
Vault. To dream of, you will inherit an estate.
Veal. If roasted, good; boiled, sickness; raw, disappointment.
Vegetables. To eat, difficulties; to cook, perplexity.
Veil. To dream of, loss of freedom; if worn by you, honors or misfortune according as it is white or black.
Velvet. Signifies poverty, waste, want.
B.B.B. Cures all skin diseases.
Venison. To eat, travel; to see, a profitable journey.
Vermin. If creeping over you, you will receive a fortune.
Vexed. Of being vexed with anyone, your friendship will increase. It goes by contrary in all dreams of vexation.
Victim. Of being, you will be highly honored.
Victuals. Of seeing in plenty, losses, infidelity.
Village. To see, ill luck; if a burning village, good fortune.
Vinegar. To drink, sickness; to pickle with, gain.
Vines. To see or prune, prosperity, employment, comfort.
Vineyard. To be in, sickness, affliction.
Violin. See Fiddle.
Violet. Signifies advancement, promotion.
Viper. Loss of happiness, injury by trusted friends.
Virgin. To dream, riches, honor, giving charity.
Vision. To see people in a vision foretells a death.
Mr. J. B. Quinn is known to all the travelling public as the genial host of the Clarendon Hotel. He is also a prominent society man, being Past Grand Master of the C.O.O.F. Mr. Quinn has, however, many a time had to wear a pleasant smile when his sufferings would rather have caused a frown. In talking to our reporter, Mr. Quinn said: "I have been troubled for over twenty years with my kidneys. My urine was very bad, thick, slimy and ropy. I had great pain in the region of the back, so much so that I could not work for two or three weeks at a time. I saw an advertisement of Doan's Kidney Pills and got a 50c. box from Messrs. E. Hooper & Co. Relief came at once, so I kept on taking them, and now I feel like a new man. I am on my second box and I think I am as sound a man as ever I was. The swelling in my ankles has passed away, and I am now firm on my feet and as active as of old. The reason I recommend them to others is because they have done so much for me. Pains in the back and loins never trouble me now, and I feel twenty years younger."
Visit. To receive, new business; to pay, loss; if by a doctor, profit.
Vitriol. If thrown on you, great favors.
Volcano. Troubles, disturbance, robbery, pestilence, famine.
Vomiting. To dream of, health; if vomiting worms, high lick.
B.B.B. cures sour stomach.
Vote. Bad for men, but a good omen to women.
Vow. To dream of making and breaking a vow is bad, losses.
Voyage. To go on, denotes prosperous enterprise.
Vulture. A bad omen of powerful enemies.
Wading. To girls, early marriage; to men, intrigues.
Wagon. Of riding in, good fortune; to drive, deceit.
Wake. Of going to, poverty, misery, drunkenness.
Walking. To dream of, sickness, trouble, loss.
B.B.B. sets on the bowels.
Walls. If stone or brick, strong opposition.
Walnuts. Misfortune, unhappy marriage.
War. Foretells trouble, quarrels, publicity.
Warts. Signify money, honor, distinction.
Washing. To dream of, denotes change of residence, good news.
Wasp. To see, thrift, abundance; to be stung by, true love.
Waste. To dream of, foreshows beggary.
Watch. To buy, poverty; if given you, good luck; to lose, success.
Watchman. To call in, confidence; to speak to, a good sign.
Water. To drink, adversity, false love.
Water Lily. Beautiful children, innocence.
Waterspout. To dream of, greatness is in store for you.
The greatest blood medicine is B.B.B.
Waxwork. To admire, notoriety and praise.
Wax. Denotes weakness, silliness.
Weasel. Subtle enemies, probably women.
Weary. To dream of being, good fortune, ease.
Wealth. To dream of, very unfortunate, contrary.
Weaving or Knitting. Signify marriage.
Wedding. A sign of a funeral.
Weeping. Signifies joy and happy events.
Well. To draw water from, union, benefit, service.
Whale. To see, peril; if you spear it, abundant wealth.
Whiskers. If long, folly, loose conduct.
Wheat. To walk among, prosperity, riches.
\[\text{CAUTION...}\]

In answer to many inquiries and complaints regarding an article sold under the name of Wild Strawberry Compound, by unscrupulous dealers, without any price on the wrapper, but is offered for sale at from 20 to 25 cents per bottle, we would reply that the article is bogus, an imitation or substitute for the genuine Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry, the price of which is 35 cents per bottle. It has come to our knowledge that the use of this fraudulent article has caused severe illness in some cases, and we wish to warn the public that the preparations are different in every respect, and we hereby caution all whom it may concern against buying, selling or offering for sale these dangerous and fraudulent imitations of Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry.

T. Milburn & Co

\[\text{MILBURN’S ASTHMA CURE}\]

\[\text{AN INSTANT RELIEF AND RADICAL REMEDY FOR THE CURE OF}\]

\[\text{ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, HAY FEVER, CATARRH, COLD IN HEAD, CROUP, ETC.}\]

\[\text{Trial Size 25 Cents.}\]

Large size, containing over five times the quantity, $1.00. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

\[\text{HOW TO GET SAMPLES OF MILBURN’S ASTHMA CURE.}\]

On receipt of a postal card, giving name and address (write plainly), a sample (enough for a test), will be mailed free; or on receipt of 10 cents in stamps a trial size box, retailing at 25 cents, will be mailed to any address.

Laxa-Liver Pills Cure Constipation.
WHAT DREAMS MEAN.

Whitewash. An omen of wealth and good name.
Wheel. Signifies travel, ups and downs in life.
Whirlpool. To dream of, trouble, reverses.
Widow. Signifies many lovers.
Wig. To bachelors, an omen of marriage whether they like it or not.
Will. To dream of, making long life, health.
Willow. To dream of, sickness.
Wind. To dream of, hasty news, a journey.
Windmill. Reverses, but afterward prosperity.
An omen of health to the sick, B.B.B.
Wine. To drink, a good omen of health, but poverty, too.
Witch. To dream of, you will go among strangers.
Wolf. Warns of robbery, cheating, evil.
Wool. A sign of riches and a good-natured wife.
Work. To dream of, sickness, success by trade.
Worms. To tread on, death; to dream of fish-worms, good luck.
Wounds. Of being wounded foretells death and joy.
Sores, boils and blotsches are cured by B.B.B.
Wreck. To see, indicates deceit of friends.
Wren. Presages joy and riches.
Wrestling. You will be accused and have trouble.
Writing. Foretells good news; bills, blots, denote sickness.
Wrinkles. Some one will praise your good looks.
Wrist. If large, poverty; if small, competence.
White Things. Generally denote quarrels, grief, sorrow.
Yacht. A sign of falling in love, success in business.
The most successful blood purifier, B.B.B.
Yard. Denotes loss of business.
Yarn. Signifies disgrace, wrangling.
Yeast. Foretells vexation, damage, sickness.
Yellow Things. A sign of gold, riches.
Yew Tree. Predicts high honor, a legacy.
Yoke. A sign of happy marriage.
Youth. To dream of, death; of youth, long life.
For young or old, B.B.B. is the best regulator.
Zebra. A sign of quarrels.
Zinc. Happiness, prosperity, success.
Mr. Thos. Bennett, for over twenty-two years in business as a wholesale and retail butcher, writes as follows:

GENTLEMEN,—I have for a long time been afflicted with extreme nervousness. Frequently I had sharp pains under my heart. At times my memory was clouded, causing me to forget orders which were given to me. Very often there was a sort of mist came before my eyes, and I was extremely dizzy. Small business matters assumed exaggerated forms, and I brooded over them. At night I would often wake up with a start and it would be a long time before I could again compose myself to sleep. So unstrung were my nerves that I had fits of trembling occasionally, and cold sensations would run down my limbs. The least excitement or noise startled me and set my heart fluttering. I have taken a box of Milburn's Heart and Nerve Pills, they restored my nerves to their normal condition, and toned up my system to such an extent that all the distressing ailments I have mentioned have completely disappeared. I say it without any qualification whatever that they are a splendid medicine for heart trouble, shattered nerves and their attending evils.

THOS. BENNETT, Doncaster P.O., Ont.

Norway Pine Syrup Cures Coughs and Colds.
Presented with Compliments of

JAS. P. MCCLEOD,
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